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Brooklyn Republic Vodka
The first vodka to be made in Brooklyn, New York since Prohibition.
Brooklyn Republic is handcrafted in from the finest American grain.
Father-daughter team Gary Shokin and Kary Laskin are the brains, behind Brooklyn Republic Vodka.

•  Classic vodka handcrafted for a naturally smooth sweetness with absolutely no additives.
•   Handcrafted in from the finest American grain.  

Grains are sourced from the American midwest and Hudson Valley
•   Six-column spirit distillation, choosen for its highly refined ability to make exceptional raw spirit. 

Each still is designed to remove a specific impurity.
•   Proprietary blend of grain spirits that includes sweet corn and organic wheat, which is  

then filtered and blended with local Brooklyn water.  The sweet corn adds a smooth finish  
that leaves virtually no bitterness or “bite”.

•   Water Perfection: New York City tap water. The water is rectified (purified) multiple times  
through active carbon at sub-zero conditions.

•   Small batches—about 270 gallons to ensure each drop is perfect. 

Brooklyn water makes all the difference—New York City water is exceptional, sweet and  
delicious, giving this vodka a clean, smooth finish, making it easy to mix with in cocktails.

ORIGINAL
40% alc./vol. (80 Proof )
A proprietary combination of grain spirits blended with charcoal-filtered  
Brooklyn water creating a remarkably smooth yet crisp taste.

Flavor-infused varieties are carefully designed using unique flavor combinations  
inspired by tastes across Brooklyn.  Only natural flavoring and a bit of real sugar  
are used the flavor-infused vodkas.

BLUEBERRY COCONUT
35% alc./vol. (70 Proof )
Delightful blueberry mixed with tropical coconut.  
Goes great with pineapple juice or a spiked vanilla milkshake.

PASSIONFRUIT PEAR
35% alc./vol. (70 Proof )
Ripe passionfruit blended with juicy sweet pear.  
Goes great with red berry juice or lemon-lime soda.

ELDERFLOWER APPLE
35% alc./vol. (70 Proof )
Fragrant elderflower and signature apple, inspired by NYC. 
Goes great with raspberry lemonade or fresh apple cider.

Brooklyn Republic Vodka, radiates the borough’s prickly pride…  
clean aroma, bright flavor and smooth finish.
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